
 

  

C. HALO Defiance     #NDF    $99.99     

Competition Level. Indoor use. 
5.4oz, HALO = High Altitude Lift Optimization 
technology offer great energy return during 
tumbling on matted surfaces. Breathable mesh and 
synthetic leather uppers, ergonomic shaped outsole 
for better stunting control. Natural rubber outsoles 
for traction, molded EVA midsoles & footbeds & 
nonwoven Strobel insoles with EVA cushioning 
provide comfortable wear, bubble laces. FREE Clear 
hard case for shoes included ($10 value)! 
Sizes Youth: 10-13, 1, 2, 3 (full sizes only) / 
Women 4-11, 12, 13, 14 

 

A. Evolution    #NEV  $89.99 
Lightest weight leather shoe at 6.5 ounces for use on any surface, slip lasted & low 
profile for better control & feel, web & lace design for more uniform fit, removable 
arch support for customized fit, compression molded EVA & rubber outsole, full 
grain leather and sateen upper. FREE Hard case for shoes included ($10 value)! 
Sizes: Youth 10-3 (full sizes only) / Women 4-11, 12, 13, 14 

 

FREE Clear hard case for 

shoes included ! B. Rival    #NRI  $69.99 
5.9 oz featherweight sideline cheerleading shoe w/high spring eva, 
easy stunt grip outsole, synthetic & mesh upper; 
Sizes: Youth 10-3 (full sizes only) / Women 4-11, 12, 13, 14 
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G. Adidas Cheer Sport                       
#059611  $54.95                             
Compression molded EVA midsole, removable insole, 
non-marking rubber outsole, leather upper.                  
Sizes: Women 3-12 
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E. Flyte    #NFL  $109.99                                               
At only 3.8oz, this shoe is specifically designed for 
comfort, fit, and the ultimate in stunt performance. 
Hyper breathable, knit upper, reinforced metatarsal, 
stunt-specific grip, padded achilles support.                 
FREE Black hard case for shoes included ($10 value)!                  

Shoe Colors: Black, White                                           
Sizes: Youth 10-3 (full sizes only) /                
Women 4-11, 12, 13, 14 
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Available in Black or White 

Available in Black or White 

F. Titan    #NTI  $119.99                                               
Unleash your Titan with Nfinity’s first ever high 
top for cheer. These old-school meets modern 
style high top features an interlocking 
exoskeleton for added ankle stability that is 
perfect for tumbling. 6.3 oz Non-stretch woven 
Jacquard & Spandex upper (pretreated to 
prevent staining), bubble laces. FREE Black or 
White hard case for shoes included ($10 value)!             

Shoe Colors: Black, White                                           

Sizes: Youth 10-3 (full sizes only) /  
Women 4-11, 12, 13, 14 

 

D. Vengeance    #NVN  $99.99                                               
3.9 oz. - The lightest, most advanced technology & comfortable cheer 
shoe ever! Nylon mesh upper w/ interior & exterior skeleton, open 
mesh see through upper lets you customize your look by wearing a 
colored sock, outsole grade EVA & phylon pads to ensure durability, 
bottom rubber pads placed in high wear areas, cutting-edge sculpted 
barefoot look, bubble laces for laces that stay tied. FREE Black hard 
case for shoes included ($10 value)!                                                     
Sizes: Youth 10-2 (full sizes only) / Women 4-11, 12, 13, 14 
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